We believe that the deployment of
IT is the next step forward which
will change farming and enable the
transition to higher quality and
higher efficiency farming.

higher quality & higher efficiency farming
AgroIT is an EU funded project that will implement an open platform based on open standards. In
the last decades farming has been witnessing the deployment of various sophisticated technologies in the area of machinery and automation. We believe that the deployment of IT is the next
step forward which will change farming and enable the transition to higher quality and higher
efficiency farming. An increase in EU and national regulations, such as cow registers, FADN, etc.,
already demands significant level of bureaucracy from farmers.
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How this works in practice?
Per their daily work assignment the farmer knows that they need to cut the grass. With the use of GPS the mobile
application knows that farmer is on a particular meadow. Mobile application offers them a form for input/update of
activity where they can indicate that cutting has started with a click. At the end they simply make a click to indicate
that they have finished and specify other parameters.
Next farmer detects a problem with one of plum trees, opens a consultancy case through the mobile application,
makes some photos of the tree and then makes a phone call to a consultant where they discuss the solution to cure
the plum tree. Consultant then inserts parameters about the consultancy case, which help farmer healing the plum.
Similar example is veterinary care of animals where veterinarian might not always be present physically on the farm,
but could consult farmer this way. Such a service also enables a consultant to monitor cloud based data for a specific
farm and proactively offer assistance when needed.

Can I join and how?
Projects main goal is usability so we are very interested in cooperating
with anyone that would find our solution helpful at his work.

Agri solution
providers

Farmers
Join our pilot program and be
the first to try our solution.
Help us make it even better.

Stakeholders

Improve data collection and
farm overview by connecting
your solution to our platform.
It is open source.

Improve policy and strategies in your area of agriculture. Introduce electronic
reporting system and use
data to perform various
analyses.
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